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In recent times, civilization has been on a wild ride … and
it’s  about  to  get  wilder!  As  I  have  described  in  recent
communications, human behavior has undermined the Web of Life
and has precipitated the Earth’s 6th Mass Extinction event.
Crisis precipitates evolution … to survive, civilization must
radically change its destructive behavior.

It is not a coincidence that Astrology has fully predicted
this period of intense planetary chaos. Unfortunately, the
influence of Astrology on human behavior has been dismissed by
conflicting  beliefs  provided  in  conventional  Newtonian
physics, wherein matter and energy are defined as separate,
non-interacting realms. Simply, a body made out of matter
cannot be influenced by energy “fields,” and this would be
especially true for those fields generated by distant planets
and stars.

However, this notion of a dual-realm Universe comprised of
both matter and energy is a total misperception. The most
valid and truthful science, quantum physics, emphasizes that
the Universe is a “singularity” comprised of only energy, with
the notion of matter as a separate realm being an illusion.
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Time  for  a  good  Einstein  quote:  “Reality  is  merely  an
illusion,  albeit  a  persistent  one.”

The simple fact is every “thing” in the Universe is made out
of energy and all energies are entangled and interconnected.
In  this  regard  it  is  relevant  to  again  cite  Einstein:
“The field is the soul governing agency of the particle.”
Nano-energy fields comprise the structure of protons, neutrons
and electrons and these energy fields provide the physical
character of atoms, the elemental particles we perceive as
matter.

Astrological  energy  fields  have  a  predictive  character  in
influencing the behavior of large populations of organisms.
However, it is important to note that these fields do not
predict the behavior of all individuals within a community,
this is especially true in regard to individuals within human
communities.  Esoteric  astrologers  and  learned  academic
astrologers  recognize  that  as  individuals  become  more
conscious, more self-empowered, they become less influenced
and more independent of these energy fields.

The  following  regards  the  imminent  astrological  influences
that  are  radically  altering  the  behavior  of  human
civilization.

Behold the Great Chronocrator
On  December  21st,  the  winter  solstice  in  the  Northern
hemisphere and summer solstice in the Southern Hemisphere,
Earth  will  be  profoundly  influenced  by
a Grand Conjunction when the planets Jupiter and Saturn are in
straight alignment with the Earth. Together, these aligned
planets are known as the Great Chronocrator, which means the
“Markers  of  Time,”  for  their  alignment  has  always  been
associated with epochal social change.

The chaos the planet is now experiencing will be supercharged
as we head toward the solstice. I am sure you can feel it in



the air (actually, the field). Civilization is facing a date
with Destiny. To get a little insight into what is unfolding,
checkout  the  current  predictions  offered  by  my  favorite,
right-on  astrologer,  Linda  S.  Masterson’s  column  Soul
Solutions.

The  following  excerpt  is  an  important  insight  offered  by
Linda, “REMEMBER: The wilder the ride, and the faster the
energies  move,  the  greater  the  opportunity  to  transform
energies and to shape one’s own reality.”

NOW  …  the  good  news:  Quantum  physics  emphasizes  that
“consciousness creates our reality.” The new technology of
magnetoencephalography  (MEG),  as  apposed  to  EEG
(electroencephalograph),  demonstrates  that  our  brain,
acting like a tuning fork, broadcasts our thoughts into the
environment as “personal” energy fields.

In the midst of all this chaos and upheaval, it is personally
important to consciously set your intentions, your personal
goals, purpose or aim, for the fields they produce profoundly
influence  our  unfolding  future.  It  helps  to  visualize  a
desired future, seeing where you are and what you want to be
doing in that future. To support this intention, write it out
in full detail as if you are currently living that experience,
this effort reinforces the conscious vision.

However, we must heed the  maxim, “The road to hell is paved
with good intentions.” The fact is that good intention alone
is meaningless. Intentions must be followed by good actions.
Remember that the intentions we desire or wish for are created
by conscious mind. However, the actions to manifest those
desires are derived from the subconscious mind, which controls
our behavior and our actions, 95% of the time.

Since many of the subconscious programs acquired before age 7
are  disempowering,  self-sabotaging  and  limiting,  our  good
intentions unconsciously end up being the road to hell. So,
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“Part 2,” in addition to setting conscious intentions, we must
also rewrite subconscious limiting beliefs and replace them
with the positive visions generated by the creative conscious
mind.  The book, The Biology of Belief, offers empowering
knowledge to assess and change limiting subconscious beliefs
that  opens  the  door  for  a  healthy,  happy  and  harmonious
future.

With Love, Light, and Deepest Appreciation for all of you!

Bruce
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